INTRODUCTION	v
Nikobarese after. A law * has been established that the
languages which have the genitive before the word governed
(without affix) are languages possessing suffixes, while
those which have the genitive coming after are languages
possessing prefixes. This law is to be applied here.
The fact that the Munda presents such a rich
development of • suffixation is due to its position of
genitive being before the word. Since the establishment
of this law the attention has been drawn to the importance
of possessive affixes which have preserved, for a very long
time, the ancient position of the genitive, The case is
similar with Munrja. In forms like apu-n' "my
father/' apn-m " your father," etc., the genitive which is
placed before in other cases has been placed after in those
cases ; because apv-ii is nothing but apu-an " father (of)
mine." This proves that the Munda languages, in
ancient times, had postposition of genitive and it is from
that time onwards that their system of prefixes, which
exist now in a state of survival, has come down. The
present auteposition of genitive has been introduced
through the influence of Dravidian, Aryan, or Tibeto-
Burman languages which surrounded the Munda domain
and have actually penetrated into it. Thus the most
serious difficulty 'in connecting the two groups of
languages is gone. A large concordance between the two
vocabularies supports it. Schmidt has shown that
San tali has about 500 words (reduced to about 350 roots)
in common with Mon-Ehmer, Khasi, and Nikobarese.2
Schmidt    has    thus    proved    the    relation    of    the
* Muncja languages with Nikobarese, Khasi and Mon-Khmer
1 Cf.  Schmidt's   lecture to the Vienna Anthropological   Societ-
published in VWker psychologie of Wundt, Vol. I, cf. also Mitteilur
des Anthrop. (resselscbaft in Wien, XXXIII, pp. 381-389.
a Cf. Appendix referred to in note 3; pii.

